REGISTRATION INFORMATION FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS (International Students)

Documents Required for Registration:

• Copy of the GRE (or GMAT for Business Administration Department) score sheet. *(Home Edition Exams are not accepted.)*
  * The acceptance of GRE and GMAT result is subject to the exam center posting the results to Bilkent University Registrar’s Office (0620).

• Certified copy of undergraduate diploma for MS/MA programs, undergraduate and graduate diplomas for PhD programs
  * For PhD after MS applicants proof of master’s thesis is required if it is not stated on the diploma, i.e. provide the signature page of the thesis.

• Signed and sealed official transcript of your undergraduate/graduate program.

• Copy of the following passport pages: identification information, stamp of the last date of entry to Turkey and for students coming from countries which are not exempt from the visa requirement to enter Turkey, the visa issued by the Turkish consulate in your country.

• English Proficiency Exam score sheet (IELTS Academic or TOEFL IBT), *(Home Edition Exams are not accepted.)*

• For registration to PhD programs, The Higher Education Council (YÖK) requires YDS, e-YDS, YÖKDİL, or TOEFL Proficiency Exam scores mentioned above.

  *If the TOEFL exam is taken in Turkey, test center should be a public center.

• Non-scholarship and partial scholarship students should make their tuition fee payments before registration. Please inform the Registrar’s Office via odemeler@bilkent.edu.tr if you are planning to make a wire transfer from your home country.